DETAIL - DRIVE - STREET NAME
@ Q STA. 3+75.58
SCALE 1"=10'

KEYED NOTES
1. PROPOSED STANDARD BREAKFAST IDEAL CH (69,000)
2. PROPOSED AND WASHED (100,000) CONSTRUCTION TO IMPEDE EXISTING RESIDENTIAL 6,728 BTU EQUIPPED WITH 11' HORIZONTAL<br>(10,000)
3. EXISTING WATER VALVE ADJUST TO Grade
4. INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 2'
5. INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 6'
6. PROPOSED BREAKFAST FOR DRIVE MET E 306008
   PROPOSED BREAKFAST for BREAKFAST IDEAL CH (69,000) 11'0" HORIZONTAL CONSTRUCTED 6,728 BTU EQUIPPED WITH 11' HORIZONTAL
   INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 2'
   INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 6'

LEGEND
- PROPOSED STANDARD BREAKFAST IDEAL CH (69,000)
- PROPOSED AND WASHED (100,000) CONSTRUCTION TO IMPEDE EXISTING RESIDENTIAL 6,728 BTU EQUIPPED WITH 11' HORIZONTAL
- EXISTING WATER VALVE ADJUST TO Grade
- INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 2'
- INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 6'

SEE CC-XXXX FOR SITE GRADING

STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS
- PROPOSED STANDARD BREAKFAST IDEAL CH (69,000)
- PROPOSED AND WASHED (100,000) CONSTRUCTION TO IMPEDE EXISTING RESIDENTIAL 6,728 BTU EQUIPPED WITH 11' HORIZONTAL
- EXISTING WATER VALVE ADJUST TO Grade
- INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 2'
- INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 6'
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION

STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS
- PROPOSED BREAKFAST IDEAL CH (69,000)
- PROPOSED AND WASHED (100,000) CONSTRUCTION TO IMPEDE EXISTING RESIDENTIAL 6,728 BTU EQUIPPED WITH 11' HORIZONTAL
- EXISTING WATER VALVE ADJUST TO Grade
- INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 2'
- INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 6'
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION

STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS
- PROPOSED BREAKFAST IDEAL CH (69,000)
- PROPOSED AND WASHED (100,000) CONSTRUCTION TO IMPEDE EXISTING RESIDENTIAL 6,728 BTU EQUIPPED WITH 11' HORIZONTAL
- EXISTING WATER VALVE ADJUST TO Grade
- INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 2'
- INTER CURE FROM 6' TO 8' OVER 6'
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION
- EXISTING TOP OF CURB ELEVATION